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ABSTRACT

As part of the Portuguese Space Surveillance & Tracking
(SST) System, two new Wide Field of View (2.3ºx2.3º)
small aperture (30cm) telescopes will be deployed in
2021, at the Pampilhosa da Serra Space Observatory
(PASO), located in the center of the continental Por-
tuguese territory, in the heart of a certified Dark Sky
area. These optical systems will provide added value ca-
pabilities to the Portuguese SST network, complement-
ing the optical telescopes currently in commissioning in
Madeira and Azores. These telescopes are optimized
for GEO and MEO survey operations and besides the
required SST operational capability, they will also pro-
vide an important development component to the Por-
tuguese SST network. The telescopes will be equipped
with filter wheels, being able to perform observations in
several optical bands including white light, BVRI bands
and narrow band filters such as H(alpha) and O[III] to
study potential different object’s albedos. This config-
uration enables us to conduct a study on space debris
classification/characterization using combinations of dif-
ferent colors aiming the production of improved color in-
dex schemes to be incorporated in the automatic pipelines
for classification of space debris. This optical sensor will
also be used to conduct studies on image processing algo-
rithms, including source extraction and classification so-
lutions through the application of machine learning tech-
niques. Since SST dedicated telescopes produce a large
quantity of data per observation night, fast, efficient and
automatic image processing techniques are mandatory. A
platform like this one, dedicated to the development of
Space Surveillance studies, will add a critical capability
to keep the Portuguese SST network updated, and as a
consequence it may provide useful developments to the
European SST network as well.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The number of pieces of space debris — including broken
pieces of artificial satellites and wreckage from rockets
— has been increasing yearly with the progress of many
country’s space sectors and rise in satellite launches. This
rising population of space debris increases the potential
danger to all space vehicles and in-space infrastructure,
from expensive communications satellites, Earth Obser-
vation satellite constellations, to the International Space
Station, space shuttles and other spacecraft with humans
aboard. For this reason, it is important to create a set
of preventive measures in order to avoid any damages to
space satellites.

A network of optical systems using telescopes with large
fields of view (FOV) has proven to be a most effective
way of surveying and tracking the ever increasing de-
bris population. In particular the orbit occupancy in LEO
and MEO orbit faces big challenges with planned deploy-
ment of space mega-constellations requiring sensors with
strong surveying and tracking capabilities. But also the
strategic GEO orbits do present a growing debris popu-
lation. Since by default GEO objects are stationary or
slowly evolving in the sky, surveying sensors with large
FOV and higher integration times are better suited.

Clearly, information on the orbital debris environment is
crucially needed to determine the current and future haz-
ards that orbital debris poses to space operations since the
orbital environment is dynamic and in constant change.
Unfortunately, this environment is difficult to accurately
characterize since only the largest of debris can be repeat-
edly tracked by ground-based sensors. Several studies
have shown the advantage of multiple site data integra-
tion in improving the accuracy of orbit prediction and the
possibility of cataloging small debris. In this sense the
complementary between optical and radar sensors do of-
fer a very high value service to deliver good performance
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in monitoring and tracking debris of many sizes and in a
wide orbit range.[1]

In this article we described an new optical sensor to be
installed at PASO (Pampilhosa da Serra Space Observa-
tory), which will contribute for the Portuguese SST net-
work, may be also an valuable asset for the Portuguese
participation in the EU-SST, and that will constitute a
crucial platform for research and development(R&D) of
image processing algorithms and to conduct multi-filter
studies for characterization of space debris.

2. NEW SST OPTICAL SENSOR AT PASO

The New SST Optical Sensor to be installed at PASO site.
In the center of Portugal, PASO is located in the munic-
ipality of Pampilhosa da Serra, where ATLAS the First
Portuguese Radar Tracking Sensor for Space Debris (see
Pandeirada et al. also in this conference proceedings).
Being in the heart of a Dark Sky certified region, PASO
location has excellent all sky clearance, in a hilltop at 840
m, and surrounded by mountain ranges that allow protec-
tion from the light pollution of the coastal regions of the
country. The conditions are among the best in continental
Portugal for Optical use, where sky background reaches
mag 21 or above and with more than 200 clear nights per
year.

This sensor will have dual use, SST (main focus) and Sci-
ence. The sensor configuration with twin Optical Tube
Assemblies (OTAs) with large FOV is optimized to op-
erate in survey mode of Geosynchronous Equatorial Or-
bit (GEO) and Medium Earth Orbit objects (MEO) in the
context of the Portuguese SST network. It will be able
to perform observation in white light for SST operations,
but being equipped with filters B, V, R, I, H(alpha) and
O[III] the configuration capabilities are also fully suited
for other uses, namely debris characterization studies, ob-
serving techniques development and scientific studies. It
was also considered the flexibility of the system to ac-
commodate future upgrades, if needed, and for example
to develop the national capability towards LEOs observa-
tion in the future, through the use of a fast EQ mount. The
system will be provided and integrated by PrimaLuceLab
and can be seen figure 1.

In figure 2 can be seen a simulation of the FOV of
4ºx2.3º obtained with the to telescopes observing con-
tiguous fields at the same time, this configuration is op-
timized for maximum sky coverage is excellent for SST
survey observation with white light. However, the sys-
tem will allow also to use both telescopes to image the
same field of 2.3ºx2.3º, this allows to increase the sig-
nal to noise when performing observations with filters, or
even to do observation of a given source in two differ-
ent filters at the same time. This twin OTA configuration
also provides redundancy in the system, and constitutes
an ideal test platform for the development of instrumen-
tation such as cameras allowing comparison of devices in
real similar conditions of observation.

Figure 1. Optical Sensor to be installed at PASO, con-
sisting of two large FOV telescopes, equiped with filters
B,V, R, I, H(alpha), O[III], here seen inside the dome. Im-
age courtesy by PrimaLuceLab, the astronomical system
provider and integrator. The EQ mount has a very fast
speed enabling space debris surveillance.

Figure 2. FOV using the moon as a reference: in purple
- a 4ºx2.3º field for the survey mode, in which the tele-
scopes observe two different fields at same time; in yellow
– a 2.3ºx2.3º FOV corresponding to each telescope, it can
be also observed by the two telescopes at the same time to
increase the signal to noise when performing observation
with filters. (simulation obtained with astronomy.tools)



3. STUDIES ON MULTI-FILTER CHARACTERI-
ZATION OF SPACE DEBRIS

A development component within the SST effort, is the
possibility to conduct studies on space debris classifi-
cation and characterization, using multi band measure-
ments, and in this way trying to obtain color indexes that
can be integrated in automatic classification processes,
that can add extra, and useful information for SST op-
erations.

There are some works that showed that multi band obser-
vations can be used to characterize Space Debris (eg. [2],
[3], [4]). We intend to increase the samples of objects
observed in order to investigate the possibility of statis-
tically refine color indexes for automatic characterization
of the objects, at the same time study light curves not only
in white light but also in different filters, to infer rotation
parterns.

4. STUDIES ON IMAGE PROCESSING ALGO-
RITHMS

The central product of an SST system is an object cat-
alogue, which must contain updated orbit information
for all detected objects by the entire network. The opti-
cal sensor proposed here will operate in Survey mode of
GEOs and MEOs objects contributing for the Portuguese
SST network, complementing the optical telescopes in
Madeira and Azores.

The image processing pipeline will constitute the first of
the development fronts associated with the sensor. This
is a hot topic in science, due to the modern and future
large infrastructures that are being prepared at interna-
tional level. The need for fast and effective image pro-
cessing pipelines are taking techniques and computing
solutions to new levels of performance and automation,
adopting the principles of machine learning and AI.

In figure 3 is shown a scheme of the operation and devel-
opment scenarios to be applied.

The data acquisition is made at the telescope as images
that can be part of SST operations, or for development
and research use. The results of the image processing ob-
tained in SST operations are going to be sent to the Por-
tuguese SST National Operation Center (client 1 in the
figure 7). Images obtained for development and science
can be processed and used for example for the studies of
multi-filter classification of Space Debris. On the other
hand we can obtain images for Science programs that can
be sent directly to the client 2, or processed by observa-
tory staff, with the results to be sent to the client 3. All
these processes will involve interaction with the differ-
ent clients, allowing pipelines and procedures to evolve
to meet their needs, in the most effective way possible.
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Figure 3. Overview of the platform for development on image processing algorithms, and to conduct studies on multi-filter
characterization of Space Debris, here we intend to increase the samples in terms of the number of objects, but also in
terms of time variability of the colors.


